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1. Introduction

It is well known that strong-motion earthquakes frequently cause heavy

damaqe to properties and loss of lives throughout the history of mankind.

Although attempts have been made to predict earthquakes in recent years,

the lack of certainty and short duration of warning ti~elnvolyed in such

predictions are not yet effective in reducing property damage and saving

human lives (e.g., see 11]). Therefore, it is necessary for engineers to

take precautions to minimize the undersirable earthquake effects.

In the United States, the first building codes to enforce earthquake-

resistant design was adopted in California following the 1933 Lonq Beach

earthquake, during which several school buildinqs were damaged. Since
•

then, much progress has been made in the subject area of earthquake engi-

neer i n9 [2].

In 1969, the Committee on Earthquake Engineering Research of the

National Research Council, National Acade~y of Engineeri~g mad~ a ~eport

to the National Science Foundation [3]. In 1978, another report was made to

prepare for an implementation plan to reduce earthquake hazards [4]. Mean-

while, academic researchers met periodically to report on their current re-

search projects in earthquake engineering [5]. Abstracts of all published

papers and reports have also been collected and disseminated since 1972 [6].
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As it is shown in Figure 1, earthquake engineering research is related

to many established disciplines. ~bviouslv, ~t is not possible to discuss_

all aspects of earthquake engineering in this study. The objectives of this

paper are to (a) briefly review several aspects of earthquake engineering re

search. (b) discuss the possible application of fuzzy sets in such studies in

general, and (c) present a progress report on a'research project dealing with

safety evaluation of existing structures as an example of such applications.

2. Earthquake Engineerina Research

A major impetus to earthquake engineering research was provided with the

1964 Alaska earthquake [7] during which the lack of earthquake engineering re

search efforts was vividly demonstrated. In 1969, a committee on the Alaska

Earthquake made the following recommendations concerning earthqu9ke engineer

ing research [8]:

(a) Improved earthquake-resistant designs and better methods of struc

tural analysis should be developed.

(b) Improved regulatory systems for control of design and construction

in seismically active areas are needed.

(c) Major dams, reservoirs, storage tanks, arrd old bu.ildings-should be

reappraised periodically for the identification and reduction of

hazards of existing structures.

(d) More data on strong-motion ground movements should be collected.

(e) More knowledge on tidal waves and improvement in the tidal-wave

warning system are needed.

(f) Earthquake-hazard maps are needed for all densely populated seismic

areas.

These recommended research programs are in agreement with a subsequent report

of the Committee on Earthquake Engineering Research [3]. Other recommended
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studies deal with socio-economic aspects of earthquakes which are not dis-

cussed in this paper.

The basic problem of earthquake-resistant design is to determine (a) the

shape, size and material of various structural elements, and (b) the method

of fabrication and construction, so that the structure will perform its func-

tion satisfactorily. The preliminary stage of the design process requires

professional creativity-as well as a broad knowledge of the seismic behavior

of structures. Detailed computations and design decisions are then conducted

in an iterative manner until the final design of the structure is obtained.

The design can be evaluated by computing the response of the structure to a

given earthquake excitation.

In the United States, ordinary buildings are designed to survive (a)

moderate earthquakes without significant damage, and (b) strong~motion earth-

quakes without collapse due to economic considerations. To-date, the dynamic

properties of real structures under large deformations are not well-understood.

Therefore, it is difficult to design structures for controlled damage. After

the 1964 Alaska earthquake, accelerographs hav~ been installed in many build-

ings in Cal ifornia to record the earthquake induced vibrations. Such recorded

data have been useful in the development of better procedures for the design
~

and analysis of aseismic structures. However, many problems remain in the

analysis and interpretation of such data [9].

Building codes usually specify the acceptable minimum strength of'struc-

tures, which are established with a consensus of engineers and officials of

building departments. In a competitive society, the minimum specifications

tend to become the standard practice.

Occasionally, deficiencies of codes are revealed by unsatisfactory perform-

ance of structures and thus lead to subsequent improvements. Because strong-

motion earthquakes occur rather infrequently, the need for the improvement of
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seismic provisions in building codes is -intermittent and progress due to

experience is slow at times.

A major difficulty in earthquake engineering analysis and design is that

most civil engineering structures are individually designed and built. In

other words, many widely different tyyes of structures must be considered.

As an example, the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid"Transit System sub-bay traffic

tube between San Francisco and Oakland is a very much different structure from

that of a tall building. Even among tall buildings, the configuration,

material, and design details can be quite different from one to another. Con-

ceptually, it should be possible to determine the mathematical representation

of structural systems when the structural configuration and material properties

are known. In practice, however, there are still difficulties in the determina-

tion of precise equations of motion in highly nonlinear Legions where severe

damage occur. During these past two decades, system identjfication techniques

have been applied to obtain more realistic mathematical models of various civil

engineering structures [10-15].

While we need to further develope structural applications of system iden-

tification techniques for highly nonlinear behavior, it is believed that the

identification of other structural characteristics suc~ as the damage state

and some other reliability measure should be studied [16]. Recently, destruc-

tive and dynamic full-scale tests were conducted on an eleven-story reinforced

concrete building [17] and a three-span steel highway bridge [18]. Such full-
- <.. -

scale destructive test data are considered to be very important in the eventual

development of a more rational approach for the damage assessment of existing

structures [19].

It is well known that earthquakes which ?riginate under the ocean can

cause tidal waves (tsunamis) to submerge a coastal area and possible destroy

man-made structures. Earthquake ground motions and earthquake-caused land-
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slides have also produced destructive waves in lakes, reservoirs, and rivers.

Whenever a destructive water wave ~trikes, th~re is a great potential for

losses of human lives and valuable properties. Because of the need for cooling

water, nuclear power plants are often built near a river, lake, or ocean and

thus are exposed to the hazard of tidal waves.

For design purposes, it is desirable to prepare maps showing the expected

ground motion (e.g., na~ure, frequency, and intensity of ground shaking) for

each location. Available maps show that the whole country is divided into

several zones of certain intensity qf ground shaking. Further improvements

in these maps can be made to include the consideration of the proximity of

faults, local geology, the likelihood of permanent ground displacements, the

potential of landslides and soil liquefaction within each seismic zone and

even for specific sites. To-date, it is still difficult to produce seismic

maps with such detailed information.

3. Possible Applications of Fuzzy Sets

In the above section, several topics in earthquake engineering research

are outlined. It is noted that the desirable goals are frequently stated in

linguistic terms. As an exam.ple, the basic design...philosgphy in the United

States to-date is that ordinary buildings should survi~e (a) moderate earth

quakes without significant damage ?nd (b) strong earthquakes without collapse.

Such words as moderate (and strong) and significant damage are meanin~ful but

not precisely defined. Even the word "collapse" can be used meaning partial

or total collapse. Although recorded earthquake data can be presented with'

many digits in a numerical form, their analysis and interpretation are not

always precise and clear.

In the theory of pattern recognition [20,21], data are collected from a

physical system such as an existing building structure. A set of features

is then extracted from the input data, and then a classifier is applied to
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obtain the classification. In 1979, Fu and Yao [22] considered the problem

of damage assessment in terms of ~attern recognition. Similarly, such tech

niques can be applied to prepare seismic zoning and intensity maps.

In all of these applications, there exist uncertainties as well as ambi

quities which must be considered in the process of obtaining a rational

decision-making procedure. Since 1965, Zadeh has presented the theory of fuzzy

sets [23,24]. Since tnen, it has been applied not only to engineering fields

but also to wide range fields, such as economics, management science, artifi

cial intelligence, psychology, linguistics, information retrieval, medicine,

etc. [25J. In civil and structural engineering, several papers have appeared

recently dealing with the application of fuzzy algorithm [26-28]. It is

generally agreed that the fuzzy sets theory is a particularly useful tool

dealing with problems which are represented in linguistic expre~~ions related

strongly to human subjectivity. In the following, a specific example is given

on the damage assessment or safety evaluation of existing structures [28].

4. Damage Assessment of Existing Structures

Following a major earthquake, a few structures may suffer severe damage

or collapse which are obvious. to everyone involved.. A great--majority of struc

tures, however, usually remain standing with various d~grees of damage which

mayor may not be directly measura!;lle or detectable. It is important to

classify these existing structures according to their respective damag~ states

so that appropriate decisions can be made to repair some or demolish a few

others.

In order to assess structural damage, it is necessary to first define it.

The Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) scale [2] is an example of such a des

criptive classification of structural damage. tn studying the building damage

resulting from the Caracas Earthquake of 29 July 1967, Seed ~t ~ [29] used

several quantities for the description of the damage state of buildings. For
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each individual building, the ratio of maximum induced dynamic lateral force

to static design lateral force is_used for brittle structures, and the ratio

of spectral velocity to lateral force coefficient is used for ductile struc-

tures. Shinozuka and Kawakami [30] reported on the use of a "l ea kage damage

index'! in studying the earthquake damage of Japanese underground pipeline

systems. This index is given as the ratio of the number of pipe breakages to

", the length (in km) of the pipelines in each area.

In the 1971, Wiggins and Moran [31] suggested a procedure for grading

existing building structures in Long Beach, California. Later, Whitman ~~

[32] defined several damage states for use in a damage matrix to evaluate the

damageabil ity of various classes of buildings. In an application in estimating

structural damage due to tornadoes, Hart [33] gave six classifications as

" none", "light", "moderate", "heavyil, livery severel', and "collapse" on the

bases of the ratio of repair cost to replacement cost for the entire structure.

Hsu ~~ [34] used a similar scale in their study of seismic risks in 1976.

Recently, Whitman ~~ [35] studied two specific buildings in Boston to

evaluate their as-built resistance using four categories of damage state,

namely, none or minor, slight or moderate, serious, and total damage. Housner

and Jennings [36] used classi~ications such as min~r, mod;r~i~, severe, major

damage, and partial collapse. A similar ~lassification system is recommended

in a publication of the Earthquake'Engineering Research Institute [37]. When

the theory of fuzzy sets is applied, any such damage classification can be used

with suitable membership functions.

As a continuous scale, Blume and Monroe [38] assumed damage to be linearly

related to ductility factor with "0" denoting elastic behavior and "1" denoting

total collapse of the structure. Bertero and Bresler [39] stated that (a) the

lateral displacement ductility factors generally provide a good indication of

structural damage, and (b) the interstory drift is a more important factor in

causing nonstructural damage. Bresler [40] discussed the relative merits of
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using plasticity ratio (residual deformation to yield deformation) and the

ductility. For structures which qre subjecte~ to cyclic'plastic deformations

.th .
with decreasing resistance, the ratio of the initial to J -cycle resistance

at the same cyclic peak deformation was also suggested.

For monotonic loading conditions, Oliveira [41] defined a damage ratio

which may be considered as a special case of an.earlier model for axially-

loaded mild steel speci~ens subjected ro low-cycle high-amplitude reversed.

plastic deformations [42].

Aristizabal-Ochoa and Sozen 143] used a damage ratio in the substitute-

structures method, with which the inelastic response of the structure can be

considered by using a linear dynamic analysis.

Culver ~ ~ [44J presented the field evaluation method in which a rating

of 1 through 4 is assigned for each of the following items: geographic loca-

tion, structural system, and nonstructural system. Then a composite rating

is computed according to a given formula and the building is evaluated accord-

ingly. Bresler, Okada and Zisling [45] commented that this algebraic ~ormula-

tion is arbitrary, and that too much weight is given for present condition

and too little weight is assigned to quantity rating. It appears that the

theory of fuzzy sets can be useful in the improvement of ;u~~a method.

In 1977, a safety evaluation program was developed [46]. Subjective

evaluations are obtained for exposure, vulnerability, and combined safety index.

A digital scale of 0 through 9 is used with 0 denoting non-impact and U denot-.

ing severe impact. Weighting factors are· then applied to obtain a combined

index for safety evaluation.

Bertero and Bresler [39J presented damageability criteria according to

local, global, and cumulative damage using the summation operation. An im-

portance factor is introduced for each element depending upon such considera-

tions as life hazard and cost. Recently, Blejwas and Bresler [47J developed

this method further by giving more detailed procedures.
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Lee and Collins [48] developed a systematic methodology for the determi-

nation of risk for structures due to fire, floc;d, earthquake, wind hazards.

The risk equiation was used to obtain an estimate the average annual loss.

In this study, the damage was represented by percent of replacement value of

the structure.

-
As a structure undergoes various degrees of damage, certain characteris-

tics have been found to change. Wang, ~~ tested a reinforced concrete

shear wall under reversed loading conditions, and performed free vibration

tests to estimate the fundamental natural frequency and damping ratio [49].

Results of these tests indicate that (a) the frequency decreased monotonically

with damage while the damping ratio increased initially and then decreased,

and (b) the reparied specimen was not restored to the original condition as

indicated by free-vibration test data. Similar results were reported by

Hudson [11], Hilgardo and Clough [50], and Aristizabal-Ochoa and Sozen [43].

In 1978, comprehens ive experimental results of dynamic ful1.-scale tests

were obtained for a multi-story building structure [171 and a 3-span highway

bridge [18]. Galambos and Mayes [17] tested a rectangular ll-story reinforced

concrete tower structure. Te?t results indicate t~at the,~a_t_ural frequency

decreased with increasing damage in general. Similarl~, Baldwin ~~ [18]

concluded from their testing of a three-span continuous composite bridge that

changes in the bridge stiffness and vibration signitures can be used as indi-

cators of structural damage under repeated loads.

In current practice, an existing structure can be studied both experi-

mentally and analytically whenever there are signs of distress or periodic

inspection procedure is applied [51,52]. Experimental studies include either

field surveys or laboratory tests. Field surveys include the determination

of exact locations of failed components and other evidence of distress, the

application of various nondestructive testing techniques to the remaining
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structure, the discovery of poor workmanship and construction details, and

proof-load and other load testin~of a portion of a very large structure.

Meanwhile, samples can be collected from the field and tested in the labora

tory for strength and other mechanical and structural properties. Analytical

studies frequently consist of the examination of the original design calcula

tions and drawings, the review of project specifications, the performance of

additional structural analyses incorporating field observations and test data,

and the possible explanation and description of the event under consideration.

Although such general procedures as known to exist, the detailed methodology,

especially the decision making process, remain as privi1edged information for

a relatively few and are being transmitted to younger engineers primarily

through experience and "intuition".

It appears to be timely to apply the theory of fuzz¥ sets to obtain a

rational solution of this problem. To~date, only the elementary algebra of

fuzzy sets is applied [28]. An attempt is also being made to introduce such

a concept and methodology to more civil engineers who are interested in earth

quake engineering research.

As more specific examples of such an application, Yao [28] applied elemen

tary fuzzy relations to the complex problem of damage ~ssessment of existing

structures. These preliminary formulations are given in Appendix A for the

purpose of illustration.

5. Summary and Discussions

In this paper, an attempt is made to review several aspects of earthquake

engineering research and to discuss the possible application of fuzzy sets in

. such studies. In addition, a progress report is presented on a research pro

ject concerning the safety evaluation of existing structures which are usually

complex systems.

It is hoped that this paper will serve the purpose of introducing the
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problems of earthquake engineering to experts of fuzzy sets so that some of

you will collaborate with other structural engjneers to further develope such

applications. Meanwhile, efforts are being made to stimulate interest among

structural engineers to study the theory of fuzzy sets for such purposes.

APPEND1XA: AN EXAMPLE FORMOlATION'-r2"8]

A. 1 General Remarks

Recently, Fu and Yao [22] considered the problem of damage assessment in

the context of pattern recognition [20,21]. The theory of pattern recognition

is the study of mathematical techniques to build machines to aid htmlaIl ex

perience [20]. Essentially, the process of pattern recognition can be illu-

strated in a schematic diagram as shown in Figure AI. The physical world con-

sisting of infinite dimensions are measured through the use of transducers

to produce a measurement space with m dimensions. These measurements are

then analyzed to obtain a feature space with n (<m) dimensions. Finally, a

clas?ifier is needed to yield the desired classification.

Physical
World

Measurement
-Space

Feature
Space

Classification
Space

..
Analyses

Transducers and Data .Classifier
Reduction

'Infinite
Dimens ional

Finite
Dimensional

em)

m>n

Finite
Dimensional

en)

Ntnnber of
Classes

(1<)

Figure Al. Schematic Diagram of Pattern Recognition
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In general, data are collected from the inspection and testing of an

existing building structure with the use of tr~nsducers. Such data may in-

clude (a) the size, number, and location of cracks, and (b) time-history of

measured ground motions and structural response in the form of accelerograms.

An example of crack patterns is given by Sozen ~ ~ [II3]. Data such as

accelerograms can be analyzed to extract a pattern or feature space. As

examples, several methoas have been developed for the estimation of the chang-

ing natural frequency using records of ground motions and structural response

during a given earthquake. In the following, an attempt is made to formulate

a decision function or classifier for the determination of the damage state

on the basis of the resulting pattern space.

A.2 Classifiers

In general, there are two types of data from the inspection and testing

of the structure. One type of ohservations is made from local phenomena such

as cracks in certain s t1'UCtural memhers. Such in fOTIllation can be incoT'!1oratcd in

a logical manner to obtain an estimate of the damage state of the whole struc

ture. The other type of data: are taken from global behaviorof the stn..icture
~

such as the st1'UCtural response and ground-motion records.

Let B denote the event that the whole structure has been severely damaged,

and Bi denote- the severely-damaged state- of the structure using i th g-roup of

data. For example, illl corresponds to the infonnation .on detected cracks in

the structure, and i=2 corresponds to the features extracted from recorded

accelerograrns. Therefore, for m groups of data, we have,

B =
m
U

i=l
B.

1
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or,

Furthermore, for ith group of data which are related to the jth component of

the structure consisting of a total_o£ n components, let Dij. denote. the sCV'erely

Oamaged state of the jth canponent. Then Bi can be considered as the algebraic

sum of the damage of each component, i. e. ,

or

n
B. = I D..
~ ·...1 J.]J-

(A3 )

(A4)
n

~ = 1 - IT [1 - ~D ]
Bi j=l ij

For the purpose of illustration as noted above 1 let Bi. denote the seye;re1r

damaged state of the structure from carck detection and measurements, and BZ de-

note the severely-damaged state of the structure from a reduction of the natln-al

(ftmdamental) frequency of the structure~ Say that there are 3 major components

with detected cracks, and we have ~D = 0, ~D = 0.8, ~D = 0.6, then
_ 11 12 _ 13 __

~B = 0.92
1

Meanwhile, we find that the calculated reduction of measured natural frequency is

25%. Through the use of an hypothetically established membership ftmctlon, we obtain

~B = 0.78 (A6)
2

The determination of this membership can be based on full-scale destructive

test data such as those of Galambos and Mayes [17] as shown in Figure A2 plus

advice from various experts. Then, the membership of' the structure in the

severely-damaged state is given by

~B = max (~B ' ~B ) = 0.92
1 2
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As another possible approach,_let X = {x1,xZ".' ,xk} he a set of k fea

tures. For example, Xl = many cracks, Xz = large ~acks, and x3 = excessiveae

formation. Also, let Y = {Yl'YZ,···,Yi } be a set of i potential failure modes.

For example, Yl = fatigue and fracture failure, YZ = creep, Y3= instability,

and Yi = progressive collapse. Furthennore, le~ Z = the severely-damaged state.

"\If we can find the fuzz..y relations R (from X to Y) .and S (from Y to Z), we can

relate features X to the severely-damaged state of the structure Z by taking

the composition ReS. For the purpose of illustration, let RandS be given

as follows:
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z
severely damaged

0.4

0.3

O~8

1.0

Then

(Ala)

z

xl 0.4

R-S = xz 0.8

x3 0.8

Results as given in Equation Ala indicate that the presence of features x2

(large cracks) and x3 (excessive deformation) would constitute a strong mem

bership of the structure· being in the severely damaged state. In other

words, if large cracks and excessive deformations are present, the structure

can be classified as being "severely damaged".
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